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1. Purpose of the JDS program
The purpose of the JDS program, “The Project for Human Resource Development Scholarship” is to
offer research opportunities to the prospective young leaders from countries concerned. The objective of
our program at Kyushu University is to develop strong human resources, build a stronger personal and
institutional collaboration and furthermore, enhance the prospective relationship between Japan and their home
countries. JDS fellows are expected to contribute to the socio-economic development of their country, by
actively engaging in policy formulation and implementation of technological, scientific, social, and economic
development policies when they complete the program and return to their home country.
The JDS program at the Graduate School of Bioresource and Bioenvironmental Sciences at Kyushu
University has launched in 2001. Presently, the total of 17 Master’s students and three Ph.D. student are
enrolled at the program as two more PhD students have successfully joined our JDS PhD program since April,
2018. They study and conduct research in the individual laboratories in our graduate school and prepare their
Master's theses/Ph.D. dissertation in English and present them at the end of the program.
2. Enrolled JDS students in 2018
Name

Nationality

Laboratory

Supervisor

Tual Cin Khai

Myanmar

Forest Management

MIZOUE Nobuya, Associate Professor

Thein Saung

Myanmar

Forest Management

MIZOUE Nobuya, Associate Professor

Sai Hong Anh

Vietnam

Water Environment Engineering

HIRAMATSU Kazuaki, Professor

Doctor Course [2017 Entrance]

Doctor Course [2018 Entrance]

Master Course [2016 Entrance]

Sisomphone Boudsengngam

Lao PDR

Agricultural and Farm Management

NANSEKI Teruaki, Professor

Daoluang Honglikith

Lao PDR

Water Environment Engineering

HARADA Masayoshi, Associate Professor

Khamsalath Soudthedlath

Lao PDR

Plant Nutrition

MARUYAMA Akiko, Associate Professor

Nguyen Mai Linh

Vietnam

Food and Agricultural Policies

ISODA Hiroshi, Professor

Pham Thi Thanh Huyen

Vietnam

Agroecology

MOCHIZUKI Toshihiro, Professor

Nguyen Thi Hang Phuong

Vietnam

Postharvest Science

TANAKA Fumihiko, Professor

Nay Myo Win

Myanmar

Forest Management

MIZOUE Nobuya, Associate Professor

Aye Thida Maung

Myanmar

Food Hygienic Chemistry

MIYAMOTO Takahisa, Professor

Yang Nou

Lao PDR

Environmental Economics

YABE Mitsuyasu, Professor

Xayapatha Souliya

Lao PDR

Microbial Bioresources

DOI Katsumi, Professor

Nguyen Nguy Xuan Truc

Vietnam

Environmental Economics

YABE Mitsuyasu, Professor

Mai Quoc Khanh

Vietnam

Water Environment Engineering

HIRAMATSU Kazuaki, Professor

Tran Van Chien

Vietnam

Bioresources and Management

TAKASU Keiji, Professor

Dinh Huy Duc

Vietnam

Quantitative Food Economic Analysis

MAEDA Koshi, Professor

Nguyen Thi Phuong Tho

Vietnam

Plant Bioresources

KUMAMARU Toshihiro, Professor

Kay Khine

Myanmar

Forest Policy

FUJIWARA Tokahiro, Associate Professor

Tropical Crops & Environment

HYAKUMURA Kimihiko, Associate Professor

Food Hygienic Chemistry

MIYAMOTO Takahisa, Professor

Aung Koko Minn

Myanmar

Master Course [2017 Entrance]
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3. List of Subjects and Supervising Professors for
International Development Recearch Course (Academic Year 2018)
Division

Agrobiological Science

Laboratory

Professor
Bioresource Sciences

Plant Breeding
Crop Science
Plant Production Physiology
Plant Pathology
Horticultural Science
Zoology
Insect Genome Science
Entomology
Insect Pathology and Microbial Control

Osamu UENO
Naruto FURUYA
Yukio OZAKI
Hiroshi IIDA
Takahiro KUSAKABE
Toshiya HIROWATARI
Chisa AOKI

Insect Natural Enemies

Animal and Marine
Biosciences

Bioproduction
Environmental Sciences

Forest
Environmental
Sciences

Sustainable
Bioresources Science

Agricultural and
Resource Economics

Bioresources and Management

Kenji TAKASU

Agroecology

Toshihiro MOCHIZUKI

Associate Professor
Hideshi YASUI
Yushi ISHIBASHI
Kazuyuki SAITOU
Kazuhiro IIYAMA
Naoki IWAMORI
Satoshi KAMITANI
I
Takatoshi UENO
Midori TUDA

Assistant Professor
Norimitsu HAMAOKA
Yuki MIZUNOE
Takane KANEKO
Jseman Lee
Toshiharu MITA

Shunichiro TAKANO
Kaori SAKAI
Tomomi ABIKO

Plant Photophysiology
Tomonao MATSUSHITA
Functional Anatomy
Shoji TABATA
Shotaro NISHIMURA
Animal Reproductive Physiology
Nobuhiko YAMAUCHI
Tomoki SOH
Chemistry and Technology of Animal
Ryuichi
TATSUMI
Wataru
MIZUNOYA
Products
Regulation in Metabolism and Behavior
Mitsuhiro FURUSE
Shinobu YASUO
Animal Producition and Ecology
Hideyuki TAKAHASHI
Yutaka NAKANO
Marine Biology
Michiya MATSUYAMA
Kohei OHTA
Akihiko YAMAGUCHI
Fisheries Biology
Noritaka MOCHIOKA
Akira KURIHARA
Marine Environmental Science
Yuji OSHIMA
Yohei SHIMASAKI
Aquatic Field Science
Michiyasu YOSHIKUNI
Norio ONIKURA
Yoshihisa KURITA
Agro-environmental Sciences
Irrigation and Water Management
Yoshiyuki SHINOGI
Tomoyuki TANIGUCHI
Water Environment Engineering
Kazuaki HIRAMATSU
Masayoshi HARADA
Toshinori TABATA
Environmental Soil Engineering
Takahiro HIGASHI
Akiko NAKANO
Soil Science
Syuntaro HIRADATE
Yuki MORI
Agricultural Meteorology
Masaharu KITANO
Daisuke YASUTAKE
Takashi OKAYASU
Agricultural Machinery and Production
Eiji INOUE
Muneshi MITSUOKA
Systems Design
Yasumaru Hirai
Postharvest Science
Fumihiko TANAKA
Forest Management
Shigegiro YOSHIDA
Nobuya MIZOUE
Erosion Control
Tetsuya KUBOTA
Hideaki MIZUNO
Kotaro SAKUTA
Silviculture
Atushi WATANABE
Michito TSUYAMA
Eiji GOTOH
Forest Policy
Noriko SATO
Tokahiro FUJIWARA
Akie KAWASAKI
Shinya KOGA
Forest Resources Management
Shogi OHGA
Tsutomu ENOKI
Naoaki TASHIRO
Yasuhiro UTSUMI
Masaaki CHIWA
Tamako KASAHARA
Ayumi KATAYAMA
Forest Ecosystem Management
Kyoichi OTSUKI
Ryuzi ICHIHASHI
Tomonori KUME
Wood Science
Wood Materials Technology
Forest Chemistry and Biochemistry
Bioresource Chemistry
Biomacromolecular Materials
Systematic Forest and Forest Products
Science
Biomaterial Design
Food and Agricultural Policies
Agricultural and Farm Management
Quantitative Food Economic Analysis
Food Marketing and Distribution
Environmental Economics

Takuo HISHI

Junji MATSUMURA
Tetsuya NAKANO
Yuji TSUTSUMI
Takuya KITAOKA
Tetsuo KONDO

Noboru FUJIMOTO
Toshihiro ONA
Hirofumi ICHINOSE
Daisuke TATSUMI

Atushi KUME

Kuniyoshi SHIMIZU

Hiroshi ISHODA
Teruaki NANSEKI
Koshi MAEDA
Susumu FUKUDA
Mitsuyasu YABE
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Masumi HASEGAWA
Hiroki SAKAGAMI
Koki FUJITA

Shingo YOKOTA

Masahiro MORITAKA
Yoshifumi TAKAHASHI

Yosuke CHOMEI
Kohya TAKAHASHI
Liu RAN
Goshi SATO

Division

Molecular Biosciences

Laboratory

Professor
Bioscience and Biotechnology

Biochemistry

Yoshizumi ISHINO

Marine Biochemistry
Marine Resource Chemistry
Biophysical Chemistry

Miki NAKAO
Makoto ITO
Yoshimitsu KAKUTA

Plant Nutrition

Ken MATSUOKA

Associate Professor

Takashi NAKASHIMA
Takeshi YAMAGAMI
Tomonori SOMAMOTO Takahiro NAGASAWA
Nozomu OKINO
Yohei ISHIBASHI
Etsuko NISHIMOTO
Takeo YAMAKAWA
Masamichi KIKUCHI
(Research Associate)
Akiko MARUYAMA
Sonoko ISHINO

Pesticide Chemistry
Akinori HIRASHIMA
Plant Molecular Bioscience
Takahiro NAKAMURA
Molecular Gene Technology
Kosuke TASHIRO
Cellular Regulation Technology
Yoshinori KATAKURA
Synthetic Biology
Taizo HANAI
Applied Microbiology
Kaoru TAKEGAWA
Microbial Technology
Kenji SONOMOTO
Jiro NAKAWAMA
Systems
Soil
and
Environmental
Microbiology
Kenji
SAKAI
Yukihiro
TASHIRO
Bioengineering
Functional Genomics and Metabolism
Shigeki FURUYA
Bio-Process Design
Fumihide SHIRAISHI
Silkworm Bioresources
Yutaka BANNO
Plant Bioresources
Toshihiro KUMAMARU
Takahiko KUBO
Microbial Bioresources
Katsumi DOI
Nutrition Chemistry
Masao SATO
Food Chemical Biology
Hirofumi TACHIBANA
Yuki FUZIMURA
Food Science and
Food
Analysis
Toshiro
MATSUI
Biotechnology
Food Process Engineering
Mitsuya SHIMODA
Noriyuki IGURA
Food Hygienic Chemistry
Takahisa MIYAMOTO
Ken-ichi HONJOH
Affiliated Institutions
Fisheries Research Institute of Karatsu Department of Joint Research
Keishi SAKAGUCHI
International Relations
Mako NAKAMURA
Yukiko OGINO
Willam Ka Fai TSE
Center for Promotion of
Ta Viet TON
International Education
Douglas
Robert
Yasuaki
HIROMASA
and Research,
International Education
Drummond
Faculty of Agriculture
Hisako NOMURA
(Senior Asst. Professor)
Hiromi Maekawa
(Senior Asst. Professor)
University Farm
Biotron Application Center
Tropical Crops and Environment Section
Institute of
Land -Water& Envionment Conservation
Tropical Agriculture
Section
International Development Section

Toshiro MOCHIZUKI
Satoshi YOSHIDA
Kazuo OGATA

Assistant Professor

Toshihiko EGUCHI
Ikuo MIYAJIMA

Naotaka YAMADA

Shigeru MUTA
Kiichiro TERUYA
Hiroyuki HAMADA
Yujiro HIGUCHI
Takeshi ZENDO

Kohji YAMAMOTO
Yasuhiro FUJINO
Bungo SHIROUCHI
Mitsuru TANAKA
Yoshimitsu MASUDA
Hirofumi OHGA

Bang HYUNJUNG

Yutaka NAKANO
Kaori SAKAI
Tomomi ABIKO
Shingo HOSOICHI

Masaru MATSUMOTO
Kimihiko HYAKUMURA
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Akinori OZAKI

4. Program for JDS fellows
Pre-arrival program
We dispatch of professor for pre-arrival supervision in relation to the research context as necessary
Programs specific to JDS students during the Master’s degree course
1. Special lectures/seminars/workshops on the domestic/international/regional issues,
2. Special seminars for the JDS countries,
3. Well-provided facility with basic equipment for the classes and research,
4. Special supplementary lessons for the needy students,
5. Individual tutoring assistance for the foreign student system.
(These courses are taught by invited foreign scholars during the intensive lectures. The uniqueness and the
specific information and technology are provided for individual regional developments).
In additional to the Master’s Program, an additional coursework is prepared for JDS students to enhance their
knowledge on both academic and cultural experience at Kyushu University. It filled with a number of academic
activities that inspire you academically while allowing you to explore Japanese culture and to enjoy campus life
during your study.
1) International Seminar
We invite well-known researchers from all over the world. This is a great opportunity to hear about their
research, and also a good chance to discuss it with them personally.
Recent seminar titles are, “New Challenges of ODS for Agricultural Development Schemes in Recipient
Countries” in 2012, “Contemporary Issues in East Asian Agriculture, its Market, Environment, and
GIAHS” in 2013, and “Recent issues of environmental evaluation methods” in Jan. 2017. Also, since 2016,
JDS students have opportunity to present their research outcome at the Japan Society for International
Development (JASID) Western Japan Research Meeting, and Kyushu University hosted the 3rd JASID in
collaboration with Hiroshima University. This will be one of the most exciting experiences you will have in
your academic career. In 2018, the 4th JASID Western Japan Research Meeting, jointly hosted by Hiroshima
University, Kyushu University and Kumamoto University was held at Kumamoto University.

1. The 4th JASID Western Japan Research Meeting hosted by Kyushu University with collaboration with Hiroshima University at Kumamoto University
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2. Seminar on “Recent issues of environmental evaluation methods” by Prof. Kentaro Yoshida

3. Seminar on “Recent issues of environmental evaluation methods”

2) Research Skills Seminar
Many of the new JDS fellows are just starting their research. We will help you get started on your research
as smoothly as possible. We have several research seminars such as survey methodology, writing skills, and
presentation practice.
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4. Research skills seminar by Dr. Kajihara

3) Research Trip
Based on the student requests, we organize research trips and visit research centers or farmers. We have
visited the marine product and research center, a strawberry farm, rice farmers and an agricultural engineering
site. This is an exciting opportunity to get to know and see the leading technology in agriculture or marine
production as a future technological leader in your home countries. Mr. Furuno demonstrated his new
technique, “hoking” for weeding. It is a technique that can be applicable to JDS students’ countries where
organic, GAP and other environmentally friendly farming methods of production are becoming important for
sustainable agricultural production. That is part of Sustainable Development Goal set by the United Nations.
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5. Mr. Furuno (front, third from left) demonstrated “hoking” to the JDS students at his Farm

6. Furuno duck and rice integrated farm
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7. Ooki Town bio-plant recycling center

Life in Kyushu University
Life in Kyushu University Academic life at Kyushu University is intense as well as warm and welcoming.
One of the best experiences of your two year academic life will be the farewell party held by the Agricultural
Faculty, including your supervisors, at the end of your two year program. JDS fellows celebrate their hard work,
and enjoy the last BBQ at Kyushu University.

8. Rice replanting with both local and urban residents at Ukiha rice terraces
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9. Rice replanting excursion at Ukiha

5. Ph.D. Mid-Term Presentation and Master’s Thesis Presentation
Ph.D. students presented at the Mid-Term Presentation and demonstrated research progress. The Graduate
Course faculty members assess the progress and advise the students about issues that can be improved.

10. Ph.D. Mid-Term Presentation
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MA students are awarded the Master of Science (M.Sc) on completion of a satisfactory thesis. This year, the
presentation was held on July 25th and all students successfully demonstrated what they have captured last two
years of training at laboratory and out in the field.

11. Master’s thesis presentation

Post-program
1. Follow-up Seminar
Another two years of hard work, your supervisors will be your important research co-workers. We organize
follow-up seminars in your home countries, where you can have another opportunity to discuss and inspire
your further research. Follow up seminars were held in Cambodia in 2013, Myanmar in 2014, Laos in 2015,
and it was held in Vietnam in 2016.

12. Follow-up Seminar in Vietnam, 2016 with more than 30 ex-JDS students attended
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2. Guidance of the journal article submission
Supervisors will continue to guide you and support you to submit a journal article based on data and analysis
conducted during the program
3. Network building
JDS homepage
Find out what’s going on in the JDS Master’s Program at the Graduate School of Bioresource and
Bioenvironmental Sciences at Kyushu University. Here you can find professors’ names and publications, JDS
students’ names and publications, as well as upcoming events such as international seminars and follow-up
seminars.
http://www.agr.kyushu-u.ac.jp/international/graduate/jds/

JDS Facebook Page
Here you can find information about research seminars on topics such as how to conduct a literature review
using academic databases such as PubMed and how to manage references using Mendeley. It also functions
as a meeting place for JDS alumni. You can stay in touch with your JDS friends long after you leave Kyushu
University.
https://www.facebook.com/pages/JDS-at-Kyushu-University/441849815879864
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6. Reports from JDS Students
2017 Entrance [Doctor Course]
Tual Cin Khai
Last year autumn when I came (back) to Kyushu Univer-

sity of Japan for the newly launched JDS doctoral program, I

felt it sounds like a bit long time to accomplish a total six academic semesters over three years course. On this autumn 2018,
however when looking back, the past one year seem to have

gone in a flash. This moment, while preparing for the remaining

two years and for leaving the old Hakozaki charm of old buildings and greenery as well, now, time is due to experience new
life, new environ at new relocating place of Ito campus- a small
university town with some nineteen thousand students.

To be honest, I am always proud to be a part of the JDS

the JDS program is opening for those with potentialities to be-

versity which spans more than a century and values a free flow-

development of their own country, rather than becoming just

come leaders and have strong inspiration for contributing to the

program in Kyushu University; a comprehensive research uni-

mere academic researchers. Amidst such obligations imposed

ing research activities in individual disciplines. Most impor-

by the JDS program, our research based on the outcomes and

tantly, by this program, we are capable of retracing the Master

experiences of the Master thesis is keeping focus on Myanmar

thesis research which is timely and topically relevant to a critical

forestry environmental sector. Indeed, loss of forest resources

development issue in Myanmar. At the same time, (being a JDS

and services is ranked top priority of environmental concerns in

fellow) I am acutely aware of the principle purpose of the JDS

Myanmar and is recommended to address quickly and compre-

program which aims at nurturing government leaders who have

hensively to ensure sustainable economic development. Truly, it

well-understanding of Japan and are capable of decision making

has been our goal to provide scientific research findings for the

and policy assessment with broad perspectives based on their

ongoing modification process of current Myanmar forest man-

advanced profession, knowledge and expertise. In other words,

agement system since, despite hundreds years’ his-

tory of timber extraction,
empirical study on logging
impacts and supporting

field data are still lacking
in Myanmar forestry.

Delightedly, we have

achieved

two

practical

field inventories in premier
timber harvesting sites in
Myanmar during the past

two semesters. With the
insightful and close guidance of the academic supervisors, we were able to

record the recovery process of natural regenera-

tions in logged forest and
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forest damage caused at different level of timber harvestings.
We perceived this achievement as one of the main progress.
These data have been reliable evidence for the theme we are

following, and optimistically, we expect positive research out-

comes from it. Meanwhile, we simply do our best and will try
not to let things weight on our mind.

“Hone your ideas about who you are and what you want

to do”, President, Kyushu University
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cal skill, thinking skill, presentation skill, learning ability, prob-

2018 Entrance [Doctor Course]

lem solving, decision making, and idea generating ability as

well by joining International conference, seminar, and communication with international students and participating in the field

Thein Saung

trips prepared by JDS program with

different objectives. Thus, one rea-

son why I was proud for being JDS

fellow is that JDS program arranged

for us not only for academic experiences but also for social skills and

local knowledge. In my opinion
while studying in japan not only focusing on academic but also partici-

pating in social events should be
concentrated.

After going back to Myanmar,

I have been assigned in Forest Re-

search Institute under Ministry of
Natural Resources and Environmen-

tal Conservation. Really I could
share my experiences and knowledge gained from studying in Japan
with my colleagues. Moreover, I

found myself that I had self confi-

Unforgettable memories on JDS program

dence in communicating and participating in meeting, work-

master study was the first experience visiting abroad in my life.

but also in abroad. I have no doubt to say that this is because of

shop and international conference which held not only in local

With the aid of JDS Program, visiting to Japan in 2012 for

the experiences getting while studying in Japan with the support

I will never forget having this opportunity and always keep the

of JDS program. While I am working in Forest Research Insti-

gratitude of Japanese government and Japan’s Grant Aid for Hu-

tute in collaboration with international organizations, I under-

man Resource Development Program (JDS) for giving me a

great chance to study in Japan. In my first visit to abroad, Japan,

stood that how continuous learning and extending social net-

JDS staffs. While I was studying in Japan there was no difficul-

Ph.D study in Japan again.

works are important, and I had strong desire to continue my

everything was going well with me with the support of JICE
ties in my daily life because of the kind help
of Kyushu University Staffs, JICE JDS

staffs and warm-hearted Japanese people.

Also in my academic life, everything was

going smoothly under the close supervision
of my supervisor Dr. Nobuya Mizoue until

graduated in 2014. I will never forget the
words that my sensei encouraged to me

(Don’t worry, Go step by step). When I

was considering for my research, I had many

that want to do for my research and it made
me confuse to get clear direction for my research. Finally under the kind and close
guidance of my supervisor, my academic life

was enjoyably accomplished. Studying in
Kyushu University provided me an opportu-

nity to get knowledge in academic and to get
experiences in communication skill, techni-
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Fortunately, I received

the good news about JDS
Ph.D program (2017) for

Myanmar through JICE JDS

Office in Myanmar. I tried
for this opportunity but
couldn`t pass at the final

stage of selection. One important thing is not to lose in
mind. My supervisor, Dr.

Nobuya Mizoue also en-

couraged me to try again.

Keeping the encouragement

of my sensei in mind, I prepared and I tried again for
the

JDS

Ph.D

program

(2018). Finally, I passed at
final selection and my dream

to continue my Ph.D study

in Japan became true. It was

Visiting to see Cherry Blossom

really excited for me to visit
Japan again after four years

while thinking to study in Kyushu University, to meet warm-

well with me with the aid of JICE JDS staffs, Kyushu Univer-

food and to stay in convenient environment. I have arrived Fu-

comer by Kyushu University. Now I have been starting for my

hearted and active Japanese people, to eat delicious Japanese

sity staffs and supporter who has been assigned for each new
academic as my supervisor said step by step.

kuoka, Japan on 23rd March, 2018 and everything was going

Graduation in master study (2012-2014)
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Sai Hong Anh

experience. There are many interesting things you want to lean

An incredible place to study, one of the most livable cities

in Japan. For example, you can find the academics top-notch,

and study and you will realize it soon right after you arrive

in Japan and JDS-PhD scholarship

great cultures and in Kyushu University we have a cultural

combination. These are interesting things and I want you to
experience. I am sure you will have unforgettable memories to
bring home. After finishing the Master’s degree, I learned a lot
and have experienced so many things from life, most of them

are very interesting and rewarding. I want to tell that I was
very surprised about management and leadership skills from

Japanese. In my perspective, they can combine their innate

characteristics and learned skills used to carry out their day-to-

day work, rationality and the value of inventiveness are also
their guiding principle. I understand that, these are necessary
for the sustainable development of Vietnam in the future.

I will share my experience for the JDS-PhD scholarship

application. This is just my story you can read it as a reference.
First I would like to tell that the JDS program provides us with

great scholarships not only for master’s degree but also for
PhD degree and I think you agree with me on this. Here is my
story:

When applying for the JDS master’s degree, I received

an application guideline book and I am sure you and me read it

carefully. In the same way I read the PhD application guideline

book several times. I tried to understand the main purposes,

You should come to Kyushu University and Fukuoka

eligibility requirements and conditions of the scholarship

city, where the combination of an incredible place to study and

thoroughly. In my perspective, this is extremely important and

one of the most livable cities in Japan will give you a great
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like to emphasize that the JDS-PhD scholarship is a great

the most useful thing because if I can understand what they

opportunity to study in Japan.

need and how I can satisfy them. This is the first thing that I

Thanks to the JDS program and the members of the JICE

want to share. And then another important thing is the support

from my supervisors, I have received great support from them.

Kyushu office. The challenges we face in life could be solved

the screening documents from Kyushu University, Operating

want to tell with JDS fellows that coming to Kyushu University

quickly with your support. I am very appreciated for that. I

For the next step my supervisor and I worked together to pass

was the best decision I ever made.

Committee for Doctoral Degree Program...etc. Finally, I tried

to balance between research, work and family. Again I would
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I also enjoyed with traveling around not only Fukuoka but

2016 Entrance [Master Course]

also another prefecture in Japan such as Kumamoto, Nagasaki,
Saga, Oita, Hiroshima, Osaka, Nara, Kobe, Kyoto, Tokyo,

Sisomphone Boudsengngam

Tsukuba, Chiba, and Hokkaido. Even though I can speak

M2 Student in Laboratory of Agricultural and Farm Man-

and have well response as Japanese nature. In Fukuoka, I

Japanese a little, I have no language barrier. People are friendly
will not introduce top 10 travelling places which you can

agement

search in google but please have a visit at Kawachi Wistoria

Time flew very fast. It is almost two years since I have

garden in the golden week time and fish market at the 2 nd

been in Japan. It is amazing time to study here “Kyushu

University” and I am very appreciated to belong to Laboratory

Saturday of each month. For newcomers, I encourage to attend

of Agricultural and Farm Management. Without the kind

Japanese class which is very helpful for daily life and making

supports from sensei and lab mates, I have not made incredible

impression for Japanese people around you. Furthermore, use

dream having published papers in journals. At first, to

your Japanese to travel around JAPAN and enjoy all festivals

complete the master thesis which uses technical models was

around Kyushu area. Note for an economy field, please attend

very difficult for me. Luckily, professor Teruaki NANSEKI

basic statistic class which is very helpful for your research.

and assistant professor Yosuke CHOMEI always give me their

Last, whenever you feel down or out of energy, remember the

guidance, valuable suggestions, and encouragements and the

day you wished to be here!

international lab mates also support lessons and explanations

which I can make a move on step by step in the right way and

now I have come so far. I would like to express my grateful
thanks to sensei, and both international and Japanese lab mates

Daoluang Honglikith

to be one in this laboratory. For my experience, newcomers

Way to succeed

lessons. Do not stop because you are tired, stop when you have

at Water Environment Engineering Lab, Graduate School

ばって .

Agriculture, Kyushu University. This year is my final year to

who have fulfilled my study and life in Japan. I am very proud
might face the difficult times with a new environment and new

My name is Daoluang Honglikith who is master student

done. The word that I often hear from people around me is がん

of Bioresource and Bioenvironmental Sciences. Faculty of
stay and study in Japan, I really appreciate with myself that

I can approach my goal and complete my research. I am so

proud that I can show my ability to my parent, organization

that I work and JDS who provide me a chance and fund.
However, study in aboard has many struggle situations that

I have to face and be more patience to complete the tasks.
I have been walking through different emotions including

happiness, surprise, sadness and homesick. Therefore, I would

like to share my experience to handle with those situations
and remove negative feeling to be able to move forward and
approach our dream as well as master degree in Japan.

As education in my home country is still developing so

there are many problems that I have to face, I have to study

harder than other students. I have to improve my English

Winter break lab party in the seminar room at Hakozaki campus

technical terms to be able to understand academic journal at

the same time I have to have deeply understanding about my

Daily Life and Travelling in Fukuoka

research and experiment. I have to be more self-study and find

My daily life in here won’t be smooth without these

out the answer by myself before asking my supervisor who

people, Yoshino san (JICE Kyushu officer), Nishi san

is associate professor Masayoshi Harada, he is helpful and

(supporter), JDS friends and friends under the same department

supportive me. Living in another country, I have to leave my

who always have me, make me feel like I live in my home

family, friend and lover. This cause me feel lonely, depress and

country. It is unforgettable having time with these people and

homesick. Different culture, language and environment need

being here is such a good time to experience new things that I

me to adapt and accept. Japanese language class and SALC

never have before. With hard-working on my papers and thesis,
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(Self-Access Learning

Division of Molecular Biosciences, Faculty of Agriculture.

with negative feeling

introduce you about my experiences during the academic

energy. Therefore, I attend

and hard for me to understanding the lectures and doing the

Firstly, I would like to take these opportunities to

Center) are key to handle

life here. At the beginning, I found that it was very difficult

and encourage positive
Japanese class in the 2

experiments. As the time passed, I could see my pathway to

nd

reach my goal because of the lecturers, warm-hearted people,

semesters of 2 years, it
nd

the diversity and environmental provided by the university are

seems only 6months leave

great. Practically, the strong supports, carefully advices and

but I still learn Japanese.

sharing from my supervisor, Assoc. Prof. Akiko Maruyama

I think I may use it in the

Nakashita and lab-mates as well as the valuable comments

future if I have chance

and suggestions from Prof. Ken Matsuoka and Assoc. Prof.

to come back to Japan

Takeo Yamakawa during the whole laboratory seminars.

again or I cooperate with

Besides the academic course in Kyushu University, we have

Japanese people. In the

also the chances to attend or present our research in the

class, there are many new

domestic and international conferences inside and outside of

friends to study and do

Japan. In my case, I have had the great opportunities to attend

activity together. I enjoy to build my Japanese skill along with

and present my research results at the 4th JASID Western Japan

international friendship. I recommend you to find your time
to learn Japanese besides research. This is because we have

Research Meeting (Oral presentation) on August 29th, 2017

opportunity to practice and speak with native speaker so do not

at Graduate School of Science and Technology, Kumamoto

with SALC (Self-Access Learning Center) which is a center

Nutrition (JSSSPN) Conference 2017 (Oral presentation) on

hesitate to join the program. In addition, I join many activities

University, Japan; Japanese Society of Soil Science and Plant

that support for all students who want to improve their English

September 5th-7th, 2017 at Tohoku University, Sendai, Japan;

ability to communicate and use for academic life. This center

Taiwan-Japan Plant Biology 2017 powered by TSPB and JSPP

individual consultation, learning material and movie night. I

Sinica, Taipei, Taiwan, and the International Symposium on

provides many activities such as round table conversation,

(Poster presentation) on November 3rd-6th, 2017 at Academia

often visit this center because it allows me to speak with native

Agricultural, Food, Environmental and Life Sciences in Asia

speaker, listen to their accent and watch English movie.

2017 “AFELiSA 2017” (Poster presentation) on November

To summary, I hope that my academic life that I share

8 th, 2017 at Kyushu University (Hospital campus). These

with you here can guide you in some part when you meet the

opportunities provided me not only presenting my research

goodbye and leave Japan which I do not want to do yet, but

other researchers and scientists around Japan and the world

same struggles with me. However, it is time for me to say

results, but it also shared and gained the knowledges with/from

every party have to finish. When I return to my home country

as well as to making new friends. Moreover, I have already

as Laos. I will use my knowledge and share experience that

registered to present my research at JSSSPN Conference

I gain from Japan to develop and improve the institute that I

2018 which will be held on August 29th-31th, 2018 at Nihon

work with. I will keep cooperate with JICA when they need

University, Kanagawa. Herein, I am confident to say that
“this is an amazing International Development Research

me.

Course”. If you are interested to studying at Kyushu University
“Here is your chance!”

Khamsalath Soudthedlath
Academic Life and unforgettable memories as being a JDS
student at Kyushu University.

Time flies very fast! It seems that I have just arrived

Japan last few months. In fact, this is almost two year to be a
master student at Kyushu university, Japan.

I am one of the JDS fellows (batch 17 th) from Laos

who is now conducting the research on Sulfate Transporters

in Arabidopsis thaliana at the Plant Nutrition Laboratory,
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Secondly, during the academic life, you will have the

my life!

great chances to explore this beautiful and famous country,

Professors and labmates

especially, the culture and traditional of Japan. My life here is

I would like to express my deeply sincere gratitude to

very convenient and safe because of warm-hearted and very

my supervisor, Professor Dr. Ito Shoichi for his kindness of

good transport system with punctuality.

as well as his invaluable research guidance. Without his

friendly people as well as the modern technologies and the

taking care of my study and social life in Kyushu University,

Finally, I would like to express my sincere thanks to

encouragement, my work can get a great deal of trouble.

the Japanese government, Lao government, Japanese people,

From the April of this year, Ito-sensei was retired after many

Assoc. Prof. Akiko Maruyama-Nakashita, Plant Nutrition

years of contribution. In his last lecture, he played guitar

members, Kyushu University professors and staffs as well

and sang a Japanese song name “Kyou no hi wa sayonara”,

as the JICE staffs, JICA officers for their kind supported,

which I will remember forever. The melody is very nice and

educated, assistant, sharing and providing me very warmly

the content is meaningful: “Never ending is our friendship,

welcome, hospitable and the precious opportunity to pursue

dream for tomorrow, dream for hope. Like the birds flying in

my master degree in this prestigious institution. Last but not

the sky, we live for freedom, we say goodbye today, but we

least, My heartfelt thanks to my beloved family, especially, my

will meat again. Joying of trusting each other, let’s treasure

beloved wife and son for their supported and encouragement

it, we say goodbye today but we will meet again”. My sensei

throughout my study.

always positively believes in the development of society and

These wonderful academic life will be always

appreciated in my heart and mind.

どうもありがとうございました。Thank

individuals, treasures the friendship among people and respects

all of the world resources. To tell the truth, besides academic

you very much.

knowledge, I also learnt from his attitude a lot!

I also highly appreciate Professor Dr. Isoda Hiroshi for

his insightful comments and for their difficult questions which

enabled me to widen my research from various perspectives.

Nguyen Mai Linh

His positive suggestions are among significant factors that help

My beloved Kyushu University

able to help a great deal of students as me to improve their

me to upgrade my research. In the future, I believe he will be

research skills and support them to carry out their research
career successfully!

Introduction

I would like to thank to my labmates for discussing with

My name is Nguyen Mai Linh. I’m from Vietnam. I am

a student belonging to Laboratory of Food and Agricultural

me about survey tools and analysis techniques. Without their

Graduate School of Bioresource and Bioenvironmental

and carrying out my study.

help, I will get more difficulty during the time living in Japan

Policies, Department of Agricultural and Resource Economics,
Sciences, Kyushu University. At the time I am writing this

JDS and other university friends

which means my studying time in Kyushu University will be

JDSers or Kyushu students (or both). They shared with me a

miss all the things belonging to this happy learning period of

full of joy and happiness. I really hope we can have more time

report, I am preparing for the Master’s Thesis Presentation,

During these two years, I had many new friends who are

finished soon. In the future, when I look back, I surely will

lot of unforgettable memory. Thanks to them, my daily life is
to be together, however, we are going to be back to our own
places to contribute the good things learnt in two recent years.
It is sad to think about goodbye but I also believe as Ito-sensei

that “we say goodbye today, but we will meet again”. Wish
all of you be happy and successful! I will miss all of you very
much!

These two years bring me so much sweet memory. I still

have a little time here, and I also know that time will fly so

fast… I will treasure every moment I still stay here in Kyushu
University.
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Pham Thi Thanh Huyen

the chances it gave us, its supports and its dedications for the

Youth journey in Japan

sticking with me to read this message and may you all always

development for the world’s tomorrow. I thank you too for
happy and enthusiastic to contribute to your home country.

Two years have passed, it reminds us that time is actually

flying by. Well, it is probably the last chance for me to write
something in the JDS Annual Report and I have so many things
to say.

First, I would like to take this opportunity to express my

sincere gratitude to my professors, Dr. Toshihiro Mochizuki
and Dr. Tomomi Abiko for their kind instructions and

encouragement during the time I studied here. In addition,

I would like to extend special acknowledgement to Japan
International Cooperation Center (JICE), JDS program
committee of Kyudai and Thai Nguyen University of
Agriculture and Forestry, Vietnam for the assistance, financial

supporting and providing me the great opportunity to come
here to study in Kyushu University. Moreover, I would like

to express my hearty appreciation to professors who taught in

special course 2008-2010, a barley team in Fukuoka Prefecture

Experimental barley field in Fukuoka Prefecture Research Center

Research Center (FPRC) for their valuable material and useful

suggestion, all the students and technical staffs of our beloved

laboratory (Lab. of Agricultural Ecology), my family and

my dear friends for their guidance, constant encouraging and

Nguyen Thi Hang Phuong

over the last two years. From the bottom of my heart, thank

Effect of 1-MCP and modified atmosphere packaging on the

always being behind me in all the ups and downs of my life
you, thank you and thank you very much for everything you

quality of broccoli stored at cold temperature

have done for me.

Time is flying too fast. I have almost completed my

During 2-year studying, I focus on “Screening Asian

Master Course at Kyushu University. Firstly, I would like

stage’’. The research material was chosen from Barley Core

and Professor Fumihiko Tanaka at the Postharvest Science

barley accessions under waterlogging condition at the seedling

to express my deep gratitude to Professor Uchino Toshitaka

Collection in Okayama University and Fukuoka Prefecture

Laboratory for their guidance during my study. In addition, I

Research Center. With huge materials, I spent 5 months

would like to send my great thankfulness to the JDS Program

continuously accompany with my professor to conduct

for financing my research study and JICE Kyushu Office Staff

experiments in the greenhouse. That hard working time brought

for their supports. Secondly, I would like to show a brief of

me a giant source of experience and enrich knowledge of

my study on the effects of 1-MCP and modified atmosphere

waterlogging stress theory. Making detailed plans in advance,

packaging on the quality of broccoli stored at cold temperature.

carefully conducting and revising the research step by step

Broccoli (Brassica oleracea L.) is a highly perishable

are priorities – Japanese spirit which I have learnt not only to

product and its postharvest life and quality greatly depend

Besides, thanks to a join program with the barley team of

composition and package. Moreover, broccoli contains a

fulfill my study but also other duties in the future work.

on storage conditions, such as temperature, atmosphere

FPRC, I can share updated progress, results and know how to

high level of bioactive compounds, such as ascorbic acid,

set up the water-logged experiment in the practical field. These

total phenolic compounds and carotenoids. Freshly harvested

things could not find in any books or lessons without going and

broccoli, however, deteriorates and senesces rapidly after

practicing more and more. It is always true to say “A year starts

harvest when left at ambient temperatures because of its

by the spring and a life starts by the youth!” I strongly believe

high respiration rate. Controlling the respiration of broccoli

that the time I spending here will be a spring of my life and

is very important for delaying senescence as indicated by

really the chance I need and thought about, a chance to change!

the softening and yellowing of the florets. Therefore, it is

My dearly friends, you might read this before coming

necessary to remove field heat from postharvest broccoli, and

to Japan, being here or even already backed your country, in

inhibit the respiration and ethylene production of broccoli.

any case, I surely think that we all want to thank Japan for

Temperature is considered to be the factor with the greatest
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influence on the respiration of broccoli. Moreover, 1-MCP

randomly every 3, 5 or 10 days to analyze weight loss, color

ethylene action and binds irreversibly to ethylene receptors

compound, ascorbic acid, respiration rate, ethylene production.

(1-Methylcyclopropene) which is an effective inhibitor of

change, total chlorophylls, total carotenoids, total phenolic

has been shown to be potentially useful for delaying ripening,

Samples were weighed before and after the storage intervals to

maintaining quality, and extending the shelf-life of fruit and

calculate the percentage of fresh weight loss. Changes in color

vegetables. Wrapping broccoli with appropriate plastic films,

of broccoli were measured with a colorimeter. Respiration

which generate a modified atmosphere (MAP), may be a

rate and ethylene production were determined by gas

good tool to maintain broccoli quality. Three experiments

chromatograph. Chlorophylls, carotenoids and total phenolic

were conducted to study effect of these factors on the

compounds were measured by spectrophotometer. Ascorbic

quality of broccoli. The first experiment was study on the

acid was determined by RQflex device.

effect of packaging on the quality of broccoli. The second

The results from experiments showed that broccoli

experiment was research on effect of 1-MCP on the quality of

packaged under MAP, especially for LDPE, all changes related

temperature on the shelf-life and the quality of broccoli in

with time. Moreover, levels of total carotenoids and total

broccoli. The last one was investigation into effect of storage

with loss of quality were significantly reduced and delayed

the packaging and 1-MCP that chosen from the first and the

phenolic compounds remained during the whole period. Thus,

second experiments. For the first experiment, broccoli were

broccoli packaged with LDPE film had prolonged storability

put in four different packaging films with the same thickness

up to 10 days at 15oC with high quality, this period being

and size (20 µm in thickness; 23cm x 34cm) including LDPE

only 4 days in control broccoli. After 13 days of storage,

(polypropylene), PP hole (micro-perforated polypropylene)

marketable, with appropriate quality for consumption and

(low density polyethylene), OPP (oriented polypropylene), PP

we considered only the packaged broccoli with LDPE to be

and then sealed, stored at 15oC for 15 days. For the second

maintenance of their health-promoting compounds. The
1-MCP treatments were effective in delaying the senescence

experiment, broccoli were placed in the hermetic plastic boxes

and inhibiting respiration rate, ethylene production and

containing a small amount of distilled water and treated with

yellowing of broccoli at concentrations as low as 1.0 µL/L.

0, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.5 and 5.0 µL/L 1-MCP for 24 h at 20 C. After
o

This conclusion was based on the lower decrease in the overall

treatment, broccoli were packed in the film chosen from the

appearance, physicochemical and functional parameters in

first experiment, sealed and then stored at 15oC for 15 days.

1-MCP samples, while this decrease was higher in control

For the last experiment, broccoli were treated with suitable

samples. Broccoli treated with 1.0µL/L 1-MCP and stored at

concentration of 1-MCP chosen from the second experiment

0oC showed the significantly higher in qualities compared to

and kept in the film chosen from the first experiment, stored
at 10oC for 25 days or 0oC for 50 days. Samples were taken

that of other treatments. 1-MCP treated broccoli were in good
quality during 50 days of storage at 0oC or 20 days of storage

at 10oC compared to control broccoli. These results indicated

that 1-MCP and LDPE film were effective in preserving the
overall quality of broccoli and could be a good candidate for

extending shelf life, maintaining visual quality and reducing
loss of quality in broccoli stored at 0oC.

Finally, I had chance to participate in Proceedings of

2017 Annual Meeting of the Society of Agricultural Structures,

Japan (SASJ) at Nihon University and The 9th International

Symposium on Machinery and Mechatronics for Agricultural
and Biosystems Engineering (ISMAB 2018) in Jeju Island of
Republic of Korea to present my research results. These were

the very good opportunities for me to broaden my knowledge
about modern agricultural technologies in Japan and other
countries as well.
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Nay Myo Win

temperate climate. During two-day visit in there, the host-

Memorable field trip

the research activities. About half area of that research forest

Professor showed us around the research forest and explained
are Suki (Japanese Cedar) and hinoki (Japanese Cypress)

Forest Management Lab.

plantations. As the background, there was substantial

deforestation in Japan during World War II and followed by

I am a second-year Master student under International

intensive reforestation after the War establishing these forest

Development Research Course and belong to the Forest

plantations. At present, 67% of total land area is covered by

Management Lab., Faculty of Agriculture. While studying

forests and this forest cover has remained unchanged for the

almost 2 years in Japan, many wonderful events and trips have

past 30-year.

been experienced. I’d like to share about Shiiba forest field trip

During two-day study in there, we had to enjoy our

which was the most noticeable study trip among them.

Accordingly a forestry student, Forest and Forest

dinner at village restaurant. Despite the remote area, the dinner

As the usual program of that class, the students have chance

the way-back to Fukuoka, we visited the forest therapy site

arrangement was nice and not quite different with cites. On

Product Science class was joined as the specialized subject.

“Mizukami”. Forest Therapy is a research-based practice

to participate 3-day trip to University forest. The field trip was

supporting the healing of individuals through the immersion

organized by 3 visits; paper mill, lumber factory and Shiiba

in forests. The name taken from the Japanese art of “Shin-rin-

research forest.

yoku” which translates to “Forest Bathing”. We enjoyed the

The paper mill is located in the heart of Kyushu Island,

effect of taking forest bath walking 30 minutes around that

Yatsushiro city and about 3-hour drive from Fukuoka. That

therapy site. Even though most of that trip was in the forest, it

factory is one of Nippon Industries and many items of paper

was not tough. It is quite convenient with good logistics and

products are demand wide-range in Japan. While visiting there,

that experience will be unforgettable for me.

the factory manager welcomed and explained detailed process

While studying in Japan, we got not only the progress

of paper manufacturing showing us around the factory.

Second visit was the lumber mill of Nippon Industries.

in research skill but also the chance to explore wonderful and

lumber sizes are also being exported. The production of lumber

Master Course with the good research work. Now Master

precious events. Actually my determination in Japan is to finish

The lumber products are not only for domestic use, special

final presentation is around the corner and I am awaiting it to

mill said that timber market in Japan for residential housing is

show the results of my research. For my progress in research,

steady because Japanese do not abandon traditional wooden

I would like to express my sincere gratitude to JICA, JICE

building despite advanced and modernized concrete housing

and my supervisor, Nobuya Mizoue (Associate Professor)

technology.

and appreciated their supports while staying in Japan. I hope
that my progress and insight developed by International

Development Research Course of Kyushu University will
contribute the development mechanism of Myanmar.

Aye Thida Maung
My student life in Japan

Now I am a second year Master student of JDS program

2016-2018, studying in Laboratory of Food Hygienic
Chemistry, Kyushu University. While I am writing this JDS

annual report, I have been living and studying in Japan almost

at Shiiba research forest with research team

2 years. Time flies so fast, and I learned many things and

After that visit, we moved to Shiiba research forest

got valuable experiences, a lot of knowledge and varieties of

located in Miyazaki Prefecture. That research station belong

feelings during this period.

to Kyushu University and one Professor, his assistants and

Japan has very rich natural beauties and Japanese

office staffs are working there. That site is hilly region and

people are very kindness. Also weather, social service and

situated in the transition area of the middle temperate to cool-

public transportations are so good. I am sure that Japan is
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very peaceful and safety for living. I have been many places

things as details me more convenience for living in Japan.

others are I had to go with my sensei and lab mates. I enjoyed

gratitude to my respectable supervisor Professor Takahisa

Furthermore, I would like to express my deep sense of

in Japan, some of the trips are I went with my friends, and

MIYAMOTO, Associate Professor Ken-ichi HONJOH and

with my laboratory’ activities not only studying but also

Assistant Professor Yoshimitsu MASUDA, and also my lab

visiting many places such as hot spring, hiking, sightseeing,

members for their valuable guidance and kind supports during

and playing softball, bowling and badminton. Some of the

the whole period of my master course in Japan.

experiences were very first time that made me exciting and
enjoyable.

As JDS trips, we have been arrived to paddy field, duck

farm, Japanese tea culture center, home stay and some field
trips that all of the experiences are very useful and interesting.
Not only that kinds of sharing knowledge and relaxing trips

also had to attend the seminar, conference and joint program
as JDS activities. I enjoyed the academic exchange seminar
in Kumamoto University. It was a good opportunity for us to

exchange research results and to meet with many friends from

other countries. Also we could participate some of the seminars
celebrated in Kyushu University. Especially, I have been to

Tokyo 3 times until now, first is just visited with my senior,
second is my sensei sent to attend the conference and give the

poster presentation. I got many experiences and knowledge by

JDS welcome party

sharing different research fields in that conference. Next time

is JDS joint program for leadership training course. All of the

JDS fellows who come from 2016 in different countries could

meet in that training and really looked like reunion program.
These leadership skills are very useful and I will apply that

2017 Entrance [Master Course]

valuable knowledge when I return to my country. Moreover,
I enjoyed visiting to some famous places of Tokyo including
Kamakura Buddha temple and Fuji mountain. I think I am very

lucky that I could visit many times to Tokyo, the capital of

Yang Nou

Japan due to my sensei and JDS program.

Regarding the academic life, I have studied under the

Destination of study in a gorgeous country like Japan

guidance of very kindness, responsible and enthusiastic sensei.

I come from Luangprabang city, it is not so modernizing

My laboratory has many international and Japanese students,

and big city in Laos. This always is the fascinated home town

lab from 9:00 am to 5:00 pm except weekend. I like that style

family because of education which I am trying to follow my

they are very friendly and helpful. I always need to go to my

where I have left my beloved family there. I have left my

because I could expend my time valuably with studying and

dream. Currently, I am studying master first year at Graduate

working experiments. Beside of these, we have weekly seminar

School of Bioresource and Bioenvironmental Sciences, Kyushu

for journal and experimental report presentations on every

University, Japan. My major is environmental economic and I

Monday and Friday, so we could share and discuss different

belong to Laboratory of Environmental Economic.

experimental topics which doing in our lab. We got questions

Entering Japan

seminar and it was extremely useful for all of us.

first step of entering Japan. The first step of moving out of

Governments of Japan and Myanmar, JICE, JDS program

Japan is colder than Laos. Certainly, there is not only the

and comments from our sensei and lab mates through that

First of all, I would like to describe in relation to the

Finally, I would like express my gratitude to the

the airport on September 1, 2017, I feel that the weather in

and all of my kindness teachers from University of Veterinary

deference of weather but there are number of differences such

Science for giving me a chance to study at one of the best

as plantations, transportations, culture and language and so on.

Universities in Japan, Kyushu University. Also sincerely thanks

These is because Japan is the modernizing country whereas

to all of the responsibility persons of JDS program especially

Laos is a less developed country. Such new environmental

JICE Kyushu coordinator Yoshino san who supported many

conditions, I have to adapt to it as much as possible. However,
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light at night, it really attract both tourists including Japanese

I prefer such a wonderful country like Japan.
Academic life at Kyushu University

people to enter the park. It is very convenience to access

services in Japan especially in Fukuoka city where I live and

Kyushu University provides us a brilliant education

Kyushu University located. Transportation, shopping are very

system. There are numerous services provided such as

convenient. Transportation is very punctual we can easily to

counseling, hospital service and library and so on. Various

access places where we expect to go. Shopping centers and

books are available at library for reading and renting. There

convenient stores located around Fukuoka city. Hence, we can

are large spaces and rooms which is very convenient for

easily to access them.

reading there, we also can read academic papers through
university library websites.

Other one that I’m appreciated

is there are diverse students in classes at Kyushu University.
The students come from Asia, Middle East, and some from
Europe. I like teaching style in this University. Teachers are

Xayapatha Souliya

study in classes, we have seminar at least once per week in

MY Unforgettable memories in Japan

I came to Kyushu University, I have learned new academic

Introduction

field trip. I have chances to join several field trips which

introduction myself. My

situation can consolidate my research as well. In addition, I

Souliya I have been

rigorous in teaching. However, they are very friendly. Without
our laboratory. Professors also give us good guidance.

Since

knowledge from many professors by lecture, seminar and

Firstly, I would like

name is Mr XAYAPATHA

relate to my research. Field trip as learning from the real
also have opportunities to attend seminar two times at Sapporo

working at Plant Protection

prefecture, Hokkaido. I would like to say many thanks to

C e n t e r, D e p a r t m e n t o f

professors, JICE and Sensei that they provided me these great

Agriculture, Ministry of

opportunities.

Agriculture and Forestry in

Daily life in Japan

Vientiane Lao P.D.R, Now
I am a member Microbial

I would like to say that Japan is one the most beautiful

-BIO-Resource Laboratory,

countries that I ever found. There are so many gorgeous

Faculty of Agriculture,

parks around which we can easily to visit. The one that I’m

Kyushu University.

most fascinated is Sakura Blossom Park when Sakura trees

I would like express my appreciativeness and sincere

blossom and the blossom trees are illuminated by colorful spot

thanks to japan government, Japan International Cooperation
Center (JICE), and also deeply thanks from my bottom of heart

to KATSUMI Doi Sensei that providing me to get a chance for
being a master student of Kyushu University.

Social and life in Japan

When I arrived in japan I have to live in Tokyo about

1 month with JDS Lao senior for study Japan culture I had
studied Japanese language, Japanese rule. I enjoy very much at

that time because we go together and visited many place. After
that I moved to Fukuoka and stay at hakata Green Hotel about

2 week before I move in dormitory of Kyushu University, when
I lived dormitory in khaikan I had to stay with JDS student

from Nepan, Although he and me are from different culture,
different faculty but we can stay together more than 3 months,

we had good memories After that he moved to apartment with

her wife and I stay alone until 5 months and I also moved to
apartment in Ito prefecture with my friend from Vietnam and

Myanmar in that time we had ride bicycle from khaikan to Ito
together, it is good memory of us I can’t forgot, we make short
video clip by the way.
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the dream catcher to make my dream come true.

Living in Japan is extremely safe, there is less social

From the very first days, studying in Kyushu University

problem and you never lost your properties in case you forgot

locked your room and leaving the room without locking the

has impressed me deeply due to the facilities in the school are

mind, honest, polite and friendly to the foreigners but they

library with thousands of books, including not only printed one

the most modern equipments to support your researching. The

door. Japanese people they are very kind, Respectful, Broadoffend really busy with their own work.

but also online, e-books and e-journals, papers, etc. Although

Everything is very

studying in Japan always requires you to put your great effort

systematic and so convenient such as public transportation are

on but the ways your professors, friends and colleagues

ensure, Social service and the health care system are also good.

promote and teach you will give you the sense of being at ease.

I not only study but also have time to enjoy my life I

Weekly, you will have seminars with professors and all the lab-

have been many sightseeing places on holiday and party and

mates (master and Ph.D included) providing you such a big

also try many kinds of Japanese food, some time I have been

chance to have lessons from them, not only for your thesis but

temple, park and sea with my friend it is very nice place. In my

also for additional knowledge to further your background.

opinion there are great that is suitable to travel including spring

One of the advantages, as for me, to live in this area

and Autumn season. So I can know about Japan culture I have
time to visited Ashi beer company, Rice farm production with

is the weather in Kyushu is Vietnam-like. However, this

Beside of study in academic, I have the change to attend

winter – getting colder and falling snow. I felt lucky because

year the weather in Fukuoka suddenly became strange in the

international students by JDS organize.

we together knew how to deliver a cutie snow man from my

various activity field trip that organize by Kyushu University

friend’s spoon, carrots, cap, stoppers, etc.

and I would like to impress to all staff and friends in the

I took chances for the first semester in Kyushu University

Laboratory of Microbial-Bio-resource that explain some
technique of academic and also my experiment, I feel that my

to gather with friends from different countries such as Laos,

Skill and know some Japanese language. Beside of course

promote you to be more confident which would be useful

Philippines, Brazil, France. Presentations during the classes

knowledge has been grown up evidently in term knowledge,

at work and for seminars, international conferences and

lecture we have the Laboratory seminar, I got a lot of question

workshops as well. As a JDS master student, I had chances to

and comment from my professor and Laboratory member

attend the international meeting and met some international

but it is good point for me because I have to learn more and

experts from Japan, Thailand, China or EU. I understand the

try understand their question and also has learn from other

global issues and how to deliver the effective solutions by

researches.

different methodologies.

I make use of the advantages to preserve Japanese

culture and sightseeing. I discover daily life by soaking myself

Nguyen Nguy Xuan Truc

into Japanese real life to change my point of view of the beauty

MY FIRST EXPERIENCE IN JAPAN

local residents because of my poor Japanese. At the present,

in Japan, from the person being difficult to communicate with

I feel easier to show my motion and ideas by Japanese and

For quite a long time, Japan has been one of my biggest

enjoy life with them. Moreover, I feel eager to enjoy student

dreaming-destination in my life since I was a small girl. JDS is

life in my lab where we consider as our family to learn from
each other and share happiness as well as difficulties among
us. We had fieldtrips and travelled a lot around Kyushu areas,

Hiroshima, Kyoto, Osaka, Saporo- Hokkaido, Kitakyushu,
Kunamoto, Beppu – Oita, etc.

Riding bicycle is an amusement too. We ride everyday

and feel healthier, and walk a lot as well. Making acquaintance

with using public transportation is a new thing too. As you may
know, Japan is a famous place with the development of public
transportation. I study from the beginning how to use public,
especially for using public transportation in Tokyo.

Life and studying in Kyushu, Japan are so wonderful!
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Mai Quoc Khanh

planting, staying in Japanese’s house for exchanging culture

The Incredible Journey

to Kyushu University in helping me to participate in some

and so on. Especially in academic aspect, JDS’s strongly linked

specialized seminars and workshops which greatly benefit my

My name is Khanh

research. Your support is extremely amazing! I hope that in the

and I am a Vietnamese

future, young generations in developing countries will continue

JDS fellow (batch 2017-

to be associated with the JDS program so that they can later

2019) taking the Master

immensely contribute to the development of their countries.

course in Laboratory of

From bottom of my heart, I also want to give my very big

Water and Environment

Engineering under the

thank to my supervisor who always helps me in my academic

Dr. Kazuaki Hiramatsu,

into actual situation and contribute to the development of our

research. With sensei’s supports, I can apply what I learned

supervision of Professor

water resources management in the near future.

Department of Agro-

environmental Sciences,
Faculty of Agriculture,
K y u s h u U n i v e r s i t y.
Thoughtfully, being a stu-

Tran Van Chien

ty under JDS program and

The first-year experiences in academic life

dent of Kyushu Universi-

studying in Laboratory of Water and Environment Engineering

in Kyushu University

is one of great experiences in my life. I was very honored to

At first, I would

have a chance to study academic knowledge from one of seven

like to introduce myself.

University has a numerous respectful and kind Professors and

and plant quarantine

Royal Universities in Japan – Kyushu University. Here Kyushu

I am Tran Va n C h i e n

a huge number of international students coming from global

o ff i c e r i s m y c u r r e n t

countries such as China, Myanmar, Nepal, Laos, etc. and my

job in Vietnam prior to

country – Vietnam. The research and study environment are

studying master course in

extremely active and professional with modern equipment and

Japan. I am now a 1st year

hardworking students everywhere. Those have been a strong

Master student under the

power source encouraging me daily.

supervision of Prof. Keiji

Actually, this was the first time I came to Japan but

Takasu sensei, Laboratory

people in this country are truly friendly and ready to help you

of Bio-resource and

anytime with their great enthusiasm. There were some little

Research activity in Laboratory

confused footsteps at very first moments but they did not last
long. Now after nearly 9 months in Japan, I felt like I am

Management, Faculty of
Agriculture.

I knew JDS scholarship inadvertently in 2017 through

home but sometimes it’s still reminded me some hometown’s

my co-worker but I immediately realize that this is exactly an

beautiful country which is worthy for living. Foods here are

to hard-working, I am so honored and proud to become the

imaginations. I had to say that Japan is one of the most

indispensable opportunity to study in Japan. Eventually, due

truly tasty and I was falling in love with some kind of foods

student of Kyushu University. I started the academic life in

such as sushi, tempura, ramen and so on which I’ve never had

Kyushu University on October 2017 with plenty of different

chances to taste before. This country has also various fresh

subjects viz., basic statistics, agricultural molecular bio-

fruits and vegetables which I mostly loved after first time

technologies, food sciences, rural survey methodologies, etc.

tasting such as apples, watermelon, wabi, peach and so on.

which have already supported me to enrich my knowledge. I

Being a fellow belonged to JDS program, I must firstly

not only listened those interesting lessons in studying room but

thank the JICE office in general and JICE office in Kyushu

also had the opportunities to take participate in field trips to

in particular who were very enthusiastic in helping me and

many places such as, beer factories, strawberry and vegetable

other JDSers in every situation. These concerns are truly

farms, paddy fields to have an insight into the Japanese

thoughtful and I really appreciate it. During the time in Japan,

agricultural systems and comprehend how Japanese people

I’ve had many chances to participate in many practical and

utilize and deploy advanced technologies into agricultural

meaningful tours organized by JDS program such as rice

production activity. On the other hand, I also studied together
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with international students who came from diverse regions

workload without their family here. It can happen same way

East and Europe, which brought to me a valuable chance

life is a beautiful flower which you should water every day.

around the world including Southern America, Africa, Middle-

to some international student. As you’re well aware, the

to make friend, improve my English proficiency as well as

Positive thinking is my way to welcome new things, including

explore and cross-exchange the custom and culture.

bad things, and new opportunities. I am very interesting to

As soon as fulfilling all required academic credits, I began

be immersed in student life again after graduating from my

to carry out my master thesis in Laboratory in Ito campus from

university in Vietnam some years ago. I am now very happy

March 2018. Every morning, my Lab-mates and I attended

here, in Kyushu university, Fukuoka Prefecture.

the classes related to the field of ecology of insects, biological

Beside positive attitude, the precious knowledge and

control using natural enemies lectured by my supervisor.

unforgettable experiences also make me happy and want to

Thanks to those necessary and indispensable classes, I not only

share with you more about my life here.

had a comprehensive and profound understanding about such

In the future, my homeland, Vietnam, will be one of most

interesting field but also expanded effectively my knowledge.

vulnerable countries to climate change such as sea-level rise.

an internship trip in the University of Tokyo and an overseas

known sensei in my university such as econometrics, food

In addition, my supervisor also encouraged me to take part in

I hope that precious knowledge which I studied from well-

training trip in the University of Battambang (Cambodia),

sciences, soil and management, as well as economic analysis,

in which I both have been lectured the useful lessons on

… can help me contribute to my homeland, in which my

fundamentals of plant viruses; virus transmission mechanism

family, my people, and poor farmers live.

via insect vectors and practiced virus transmission experiments

Two years of my master ’s course, International

as well as detection and identification of Sri Lanka cassava

Development Research Courses, in Kyushu university is just

molecular based methods. All experiences gathered from those

students. The experiences, and memories will recall me

mosaic virus causing cassava mosaic disease by utilizing DNA-

only short time in my life as well as ones of other international

trips were absolutely needful and advantageous to my master

beautiful things here.

thesis performance as well as job’s responsibilities when I

Kindness is one of these beautiful memories. Maeda

come back to my country.

sensei and Takahashi sensei in my laboratory always take

moments with my Lab-mates. We together went to sightseeing

the senseis in my laboratory help me understand more about

Besides studying, I also had joyful and unforgettable

care of me. The relationship between Japanese students and

in many famous and historical shrines and pagodas, beautiful

kindness, gratitude, and education environment in Japan. I had

beach and landscape, wonderful museums in Fukuoka.

some opportunities to join Japanese homestay program. One

Moreover, I discovered and enjoyed Japanese culture in which

chance, I tasted “ も つ な べ ”, a Fukuoka famous winter cuisine

I tasted variety of Japanese foods, experienced “Hanami” event

in family of Yoko san and took part in celebration of 5 years

and took part in several Japanese traditional festivals.

olds for her twin boys. After that, she also invited me to watch

Finally, I would like to express my sincere gratitude

baseball with all member of her family. It was my first time for

to the Japanese International Cooperation Center (JICE) and

watching baseball. Sometime I joined the trip of Hiroshi san

Japanese International Cooperation Agency (JICA) for giving

for free, who I met him on the flight coming back Vietnam this

me an opportunity to study at Kyushu University and for their

year. Sometime when I walked on the street, Japanese people

thorough and considerate support within last 09 months since

usually give me dedicated directions, even giving me the cake

I arrived in Japan. Now, I am ready to continue to enjoy the

remaining time of my master course and looking forward to

discovering and exploring the other new challenges, feelings
and experiences.

Dinh Huy Duc
Happiness, Kindness, Gratitude, and Interesting experiences

Are you happy in Japan, now?

Some people seem to usually look for happiness when

their daily life is boring or always stressful by a heavy
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Bioenvironmental Sciences, Kyushu University. Taking a long

when I came to bake restaurant. These are some pieces which
contribute more to my deeper feeling about the kindness in

journey to Japan, besides the ambition of a young Vietnamese,

pieces, which will give me a complete picture about kindness

family and friends, and preparation for my student life. In

I have a little anxiety and nervousness when I parting with

Japanese society. However, I need more time to have other

Japan, a new life with everything is different and wonderful,

of Japanese people as well as in which it originates. I am

people, scenery and culture. Starting from the first sight, I was

very curious about this because in my opinion the kindness is

attracted and wished to keep my feelings and my student days

extremely important in modern society being more and more

in this beautiful country.

complex.

Other interesting experience is to be known more about

All students from Vietnam departure at Narita Airport,

diverse cultures of countries from all over the world. I am

the Japanese International Cooperation Center (JICE)

member of Kyushu University Foreign Student University

had managed a warmly welcome and carefully prepare an

(KUFSA) in tenure of 2018-2019. In my picture, members of

orientation course in Tokyo for us. I would like to express my

KUFSA are students from Bangladesh, Burkina Faso, China,

grateful thanks to JICE coordinator for providing us the crucial

Indonesia, Japan, Malaysia, Morocco, Thailand, Tunisia,

knowledge to understand the culture, regulations, and learn

Uzbekistan, Zimbabwe, and Vietnam. We are different culture

how to maintain good health for daily activities. After two

and different religious, yet we work together very well. It

weeks, goodbye to Tokyo we move to Fukuoka and enjoyed

is special experiences for me to work with my friends who

one week in Hakata before moved to the dormitory and starting

represents of their cultures of thousands of years of history.

our student life. Thanks to the kind support from JICE, we

Besides, friends from Cambodia, France, India, Laos,

can easily apply for all the necessary procedure when living

Myanmar, … in my class as well as in events of KUFSA with

here. My academic life start from October and the Kyushu

stories about their countries always make me very curious.

University also offer excellent support from all staff members

These international students are talented students. I hope that

for the student both in academic programs and for the safety

after we come back our countries we can inspire our families,

in daily life. All my classroom activities were extremely

our friends, and our people about Japanese culture and others.

interesting, under the instruction of many diligent Sensei that I

Then, we should treat each other from different cultures and

gained a vast knowledge from different fields.

different religious with respect.

Kyushu University indeed one of the best universities

Now, it seems that you can know how I am happy here.

in Japan and the International Development Research Course

I would like to express my sincere gratitude and appreciation
to what Japanese government, Japanese people, officers of JDS

program give me chance to study, and experience in Japan. I
hope that all of us can became beautiful flowers which will
bring good things to our countries, to our relationship, to

Japan, and to the world. These beautiful flowers will contribute

to be the key to peace, prosperity, development in a multi-polar
world, especially in Asia-Pacific region where there are still
many grounds for uncertainty and insecurity.

Nguyen Thi Phuong Tho
The Japanese Government’s JDS Scholarship and Study in
Japan - a Valuable Experience

Nine months have passed, in learning and daily life

there are many experiences that approach to changing my
life, makes me smile every time I remember and I want to say
that this is the best adventure I have ever been. My journey

started in September 2017 when I accepted to come to Japan

and become a new graduate student in the laboratory of Plant
Genetics Resource, the Graduate School of Bioresource and

Plant Genetics Resource Labtrip
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is provided really excellent. This course is taught in English

At first my confident was not so high to compete like that.

laboratory. I belong to Plant Genetics Resource Laboratory

15 March 2017, I was shocked of the good news of my final

But trying the best made me to over-come all each stages. On

and provides the student the opportunity to do research in the

result. I was surprised that my dream will be really come true

under the supervision of Professor Toshihiro KUMAMARU

very soon.

Sensei. It is a genuine pleasure to express my deepest sense

Last but not least, I’d like to give message to younger

of thanks and gratitude to my honourable supervisor for his

juniors that “Don’t give up your hope”. “Everything can be

warmest welcome me to this laboratory, his conscientious

realized if you try the best”. Dreams Do Come True!

guidance helped me enriching my knowledge in my field.
Moreover, he not only provides the best condition for doing

experiment but also maintains the good relationship between

“Academic Life in Kyushu University, Fukuoka”

supervisor, Associate Professor Takahiko KUBO, he is

am first year student and I am doing my Master studies under

fortune and really a great honour for me. From the bottom

and Takahiro Fujiwara (Associate Professor). Both of my

all members throughout the lab trip. I also have another

My academic course started from October, 2017. Now I

enthusiastic and fascinated in doing research. This is the best

the supervision of Hyakumura Kimihiko (Associate Professor)

of my heart, I would like to extend my grateful thanks for

professors are very kind, and they support me very well.

his patience, motivation, enthusiasm for guiding me do the

Now winter semester had already passed, and I, the

experiment with precious advice and suggestion. Thanks to all

tropical girl, got the experience of extreme cold weather and

throughout the wonderful working atmosphere and I have a

international students; settled down in Fukuoka. I will have to

the staffs and my lab-mates for their kindness, and co-operation

snow; got knowledges from many lectures; made friends with

great happiness spending my time in the lab.

go Shizuoka to join “JASTE 28” academic conference and go

Time fly so fast and nearly half of my journey in Japan

back to Myanmar for field survey of my research very soon. I

will certainly be extremely exciting. Thanks to precious time

experiences to me. Despite there are unforeseen difficulties and

has passed; the road ahead is still concealing constrains but

hope these trips will also bring new challenges as well as new

in Japan, I have the opportunity to learn more about Japanese

challenges, I will try the best and go forward to my ambition.

boosted my love for scientific research and I hope that one day

Japanese Grant Aid for Human Resource Development

Here I would like to express my sincere thanks to

culture and especially the good environment for study has

(JDS) Program for accepting me as an JDS fellow and

my country can be developed as well.

granting financial support, Japan International Cooperation
Centre (JICE) for kindly supports in both the application

stages and academic life, Ministry of Natural Resources and

Environmental Conservation (Myanmar), Forest Department,

Kay Khine

my employer, for providing permission to study abroad,

my sensei Hyakumura Kimihiko (Associate Professor) and

“Dreams Do Come True!”

Takahiro Fujiwara (Associate Professor) for continuous

In my childhood, some people foretold me by reading

supports throughout my academic life in Kyushu University,

the signs on my palm that I will have to go foreign countries

and my family for their love and care.

one day. How it can be possible? Because I was not
born from a rich family. My father is lower-level military
personnel. My mother is housewife. I have one elder and

younger brother. But Going to foreign country was one of my

dreams and I ever tried the best since my primary education.

After passing matriculation exam, I joined University of
Forestry (now University of Environmental Conservation

and Forestry). At my undergraduate times, I tried the best too

to be an outstanding student. After graduated, I worked for
the Ministry of Forestry (now Ministry of Natural Resources

and Environmental Conservation). After nearly four years of
work service, luckily I got an opportunity to apply for JDS

scholarship. I heard from my seniors that JDS scholarship
program has many stages to pass, and it is very competitive.

Group Photo - laboratory members
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For the first term, I attended the lectures. In all of the

Aung Koko Minn

lectures, I gained knowledge and got a lot of international

My student life in Kyushu University

students from different fields of study. Sometimes, we had

to make presentation by groups and sometimes exchange the

First and foremost, I am deeply grateful to JDS for giving

culture. But that was really interesting and made us to improve

me a great opportunity to study in Kyushu University, one of

our skills.

the top ten universities in Japan.

My dream to Japan

Move to New Campus

2 months training course at the National Livestock Breeding

new campus of Kyushu University. I am one of last in first out

course, I studied a lot of lectures, field visits and get a chance

after staying 6 months in dormitory and already adaptable in

I had been to Japan for the first time when I attended

In August, 2018, our lab will be moved into Itoshima, the

Center, Fukushima Prefecture in 2014. When I attended this

students from Hakozaki to Itoshima. Now, I moved to Itoshima

to keep in touch Japanese culture. I knew that the Japanese

new environment and there are a lot of places to explore and

peoples are very hardworking, self-confidence and diligent

visit around here. On weekends, I go around Itoshima with my

people. I envy the Japanese people and interest how they

friends to find new interesting places.

improve their life. After attending the training, I really hope to

Finally, I am very proud to be a student of Kyushu

come back again one day, and study for my academic life in

University and proud to be a student in Food Hygienic

a scholarship from JDS.

and experiences for my experiment and communication with

japan. My dream had come true now after 3 years later as I get
The first day to Fukuoka

The airplane landed to Fukuoka airport on 15

Chemistry Laboratory where giving me a lot of knowledge

international students. I also would like to thankful JDS
Scholarship Programme, JICE Coordinator and staffs for their

th

assistance and support. Moreover, I really thankful to all of my

September, 2017 and JDS Coordinator Chikako YOSHINO

sensei, Professor Takahisa MIYAMOTO, Associate Professor

and JICE staffs warmly welcome all of the candidates and took

Ken-ichi HONJOH and Assistant Professor Yoshimitsu

us to Hakata Green Hotel located one of the famous places,

MASUDA for their kindness, guidance, advices and care of

Hakata. All of JDS students had to stay in Hotel for one week.

me. One more things thankful peoples are my entire laboratory

While staying at Hotel, I was invited to attend the welcoming

friends for helping me at all time. “Now I am walking on the

ceremony organized by Faculty of Agriculture. At that time,

road of JDS by the invaluable supervision of my Professor

I got a chance to talk with my sensei, Professor “Takahisa

“Takahisa MIYAMOTO” and I do hope and believe that

MIYAMOTO”, the first time to see my sensei in Japan.

my future will be brighter more and more”.

Moving to Dormitory

After staying in Hakata Green Hotel, students had to

move to the new dorm in Kashiihama on 20th September, 2017.

I had to stay with Laos’s friend, benevolent and good roommate
for me. Day by day, we had been discussing about the lectures,

PowerPoint presentations and sometimes discussing other
topics out of the student life and sharing culture exchange.
While living in dorm, I went to Fukuoka Tower by myself that
was the first experience in here where I visited alone. I was
really excited and feeling worried for losing the way.
The first day to Laboratory

My student life started from 1 st October, 2017 in the

Kyushu University, the first day going to the lab. All of the lab
members from Food Hygienic Chemistry warmly welcome

for me. Up to now, they help me a lot wherever I am facing

Group Photo of FHC Laboratory

with troubles. Sometimes, I was cycling from Kashiihama
to Hakozaki campus. Although it took a long time for me, I

enjoyed in cycling. Hardworking Japanese people and the new
generations “Students” could be seen while riding bicycle on

the way to university. They seem to motivate me “please be
active and never lose it”.
Attending the lectures
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